Introduction. In [l] J. Stallings proves that members of the class of closed irreducible 3-manifolds which are fibered over a circle by an aspherical 2-manifold may be distinguished from other closed irreducible 3-manifolds by their fundamental group alone.
He asks whether two members of this class of 3-manifolds are homeomorphic if they have isomorphic fundamental groups. This question is answered in the affirmative here, thus giving a classification of these manifolds according to their fundamental group. 
denote the sequence of fundamental groups of Tu Mu S 1 , respectively corresponding to this fibering. Let p* denote the assumed isomorphism from Ti(Mi) = G\ to TTI(MI) -GI. Then p* induces (2) l->£r 2 ->G 2 ->Z->0. Now, G\ and Gi are both described by giving the automorphisms <t>*i <t>t °f H\, H 2 , which are induced by a generator of Z, pulled back to Gu G2, and then acting on Hi, H 2 by conjugation.
Since p* is an isomorphism we may assume
According to Stallings theorem [l] there is a fibering of M 2 which induces (2). Denote by JT 2 the fiber of this map. Cut Mi, M 2 , along a fiber, obtaining T X XI, T2XI. Denote by 0*: TiX0->TiXl the maps which repair these cuts. Clearly <£* induces <£f modulo an inner automorphism of Hi.
Now if a homeomorphism p: TiXl-^TzXl can be found satisfying (4) tf> 2 (p| riXO) = p*i, then p defines a homeomorphism from Mi to M 2 . An algebraic map p* from 7ri(Ti) to 7Ti(r 2 ) is already defined, so according to a theorem of Nielson [2] , and Mangier [4] , there exists a homeomorphism pr.Ti-> T 2 such that p*~ p*. Now 1 (pi<£i)* = (<^>2(pi| TiXO))*. According to a theorem of Baer [3] (for orientable surfaces) and Mangier [4] (for orientable and nonorientable surfaces), the maps pi</>i and <£ 2 and so (4) is satisfied and the theorem is proved.
The compact case. As far as the compact nonclosed case is concerned a somewhat different approach may be adopted.
Suppose Mi is a compact, orientable, irreducible, 3-manifold, and 7Ti(Mi) = Gi contains a normal subgroup H% such that:
(a) Hi is finitely generated. Ti^Jai-^Ui^J^i (where Ui are the boundary tori of Mi and /3» are arcs joining Ui to a base point in M 2 ) such that >£* = <£ for each element x in wi(TiKJai). This may be done by virtue of [2] and the hypothesis. It is no loss of generality to assume the a» all lie on one fiber, and similarly the &. Nielson's [2] may be slightly generalized (as in [ô] ) so that a homeomorphism ^n+i may be constructed from the fiber containing the a t -to the fiber containing the j8i, satisfying S£* +1 =$ for elements x in Hi, and agreeing with the ^i on (TiUai)r\(fiber containing ai). Call the homeomorphism now defined on dMi<J(a. fiber), ^. \F may be extended to a small closed product neighborhood of dMiU(a fiber). Denote by N this neighborhood, and, by ^ the homeomorphism thereon defined. Now Mi -(int N) is a solid torus of some genus (being fibered over an interval), and it is easily seen that ^* maps the kernel of the inclusion 7Ti(d (Mi -int N) ) -> ici (Mi -int N) onto the kernel of
Ti(d(M 2 --mt^(N)))-->wi(M2--intV(N)).
(The argument is exactly that in [6] , with Hi taking the place of the commutator subgroup.) Hence (as in [6] ) SF may be extended to all of Mi and the theorem is proved. 
